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Extensive opportunities thanks to new collaboration

Matrix

As part of the company’s ongoing development and expansion, Matrix sealed an important 
cooperation with Salvagnini, a European multinational group operating in machine tools 
sector and one of the leading companies in sheet metalworking systems. 
The agreement aims to reinforce the position of Matrix as a tool manufacturer, via 
access to new markets thanks to Salvagnini’s capillary presence around the world. The 
collaboration between the companies will also ensure development of new tools for 
punching-systems.

Since 1982 Matrix, a dynamic organization based in Schio (VI) designs, manufactures 
and sells a wide variety of tools for punching, notching and deformation of the metal 
sheets; thanks to its extensive applicative knowledge, Matrix has become one of the 
leading players on the market for punching tools, and it’s recognized a reliable and 
innovative partner for its clients on the relevant markets. 
Matrix supplies tools compatible with the most widespread technology, such as tools 
and high turret tool holders for Prima Power, Amada, Lvd, Danobat, Durma, Rainer 
punching machines as well as Trumpf and Wiedemann tools.  The Multitools (up to 10 
tools) are its strong point, with adjustment heads that permit double grinding and longer 
life to the tools. The company’s strong points are its reaction time, that ensures answers 
within 48 hours, technical assistance, customized solutions, flexibility and the quality of 
the products.



Salvagnini

Salvagnini provides flexible and automatic solutions for sheet metal processing and 
owns the leading position in panel bending technology with the largest panel bender 
production plant in the world. The group counts 4 plants, 23 branches dedicated to 
sales and customer support worldwide and over 6000 installations in 75 countries. 
As company philosophy, the Group implements the state-of-the-art technologies in its 
entire range of products: punching/shearing machines, panel benders, press-brakes, 
fiber laser systems, integrated FMS/FMC and automatic storage systems. Handling 
automation devices and proprietary software complement the highly flexible, Industry 
4.0 compliant Salvagnini solutions.
Every solution is tailored according to customer’s manufacturing needs and it is modular 
and ready to evolve with the customer business.
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